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This article is relevant to ﬁnancial professionals who are considering offering Model Portfolios to their clients. If you are
an individual investor interested in WisdomTree ETF Model Portfolios, please inquire with your ﬁnancial professional.
Not all financial professionals have direct access to these Model Portfolios.
WisdomTree’s Model Portfolio Investment Committee produces quarterly commentary on their latest asset allocation
views. These views impact the trade and rebalance decisions of the Model Portfolio strategies the team manages. These
views are outlined below and followed up with speciﬁc investment strategies that express those views. Financial
professionals can access the complete list of strategies and trades as it relates to our Model Portfolios here.
U.S. Exposure
We maintain our overweight position in U.S. equities going into the second quarter. Following the Georgia Senate runoff
in early January, risk assets surged higher on expectations of a massive stimulus bill that was eventually passed in March.
Vaccination efforts have accelerated in recent months, boosting market sentiment. Surging growth expectations have
helped propel the long-awaited rotation from large-capitalization growth stocks into cyclical, value and small-cap stocks.
In the meantime, sharply higher interest rates have weighed on the high-ﬂying growth names that dominated cap-weight
ed equity indexes for the last several years. Quality tends to lag when value outperforms, and we continue to blend the
two factors as anchors of our large-cap positioning. The move higher in small and mid-caps has been rapid—as has the
subsequent move downward in late March—but following years of underperformance, we believe the run still has legs.
Investment Ideas:
WisdomTree U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Fund (DGRW)
WisdomTree U.S. LargeCap Dividend Fund (DLN)
WisdomTree U.S. SmallCap Fund (EES)
Developed International Exposure
We remain underweight in international developed equity markets. The vaccination rollout has met with numerous issues
in the EU, and the region now faces rising cases and renewed lockdowns as a result. The ECB continues to boost the
liquidity it provides to the financial system, and the impact of the EU Recovery Fund may be felt later this year. In Japan,
the vaccination effort has been slow to start but should not be plagued by the logistical issues observed in Europe.
Earnings have surprised to the upside and look to be trending higher in 2021 as well. The global rotation from growth to
value stocks stands to aid the developed world given the cyclical composition of its equity markets and reliance on
global growth.
Investment Ideas:
WisdomTree Global ex-U.S. Quality Dividend Growth Fund (DNL)
WisdomTree International Quality Dividend Growth Fund (IQDG)
Emerging Markets Exposure
We maintain an overweight position in the emerging markets (EM) region. After a blistering pace at the start of the year,
EM has cooled off thanks to a combination of an unexpectedly strong dollar and increased scrutiny on China’s tech
titans. China’s regulatory push targeting antitrust activities and debt reduction bears close monitoring over the coming
months. Despite this, earnings continue to trend sharply higher and we think the asset class offers compelling long-term
value, particularly when compared to developed market equities. Several commodity-linked countries and sectors have
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beneﬁted in the global reﬂationary environment and small caps are seeing strong outperformance as well. The current
environment gives us conviction in our positioning of barbelling non-state-owned enterprises with small-cap dividend
payers.
Investment Ideas:
WisdomTree Emerging Markets ex-State-Owned Enterprises Fund (XSOE)
WisdomTree Emerging Markets SmallCap Dividend Fund (DGS)
Fixed Income Exposure
We maintain our positioning of overweight credit and shorter duration relative to the benchmark. The biggest story in
ﬁxed income and arguably all capital markets has been the spike in the U.S. Treasury (UST) 10-Year yield. While the 10Year yield has risen by 120 basis points (bps) from its August low, roughly 80 bps of this increase occurred in just the ﬁrst
quarter of 2021 alone. The 2s/10s yield curve has visibly steepened to its widest level since mid-2015. The March FOMC
meeting underscored the Fed’s intention to continue providing an extremely accommodative monetary policy approach
over the next two years. Despite raising their median inflation forecast to at least their 2% threshold through 2023, the
policy makers’ consensus view was for no rate hikes during this period, underscoring their intention to let the economy
run. Inﬂation expectations have moved to the widest readings in a decade. We continue to see the potential for further
upside in the UST 10-Year yield in the months ahead, leading to some additional steepening of the yield curve. U.S.
investment-grade and high-yield spreads have retraced all of the peak widening from 2020 and are now back to prepandemic levels. We foresee both investment-grade and high-yield spreads settling into a trading range, with credit
valuations, speciﬁcally within the high-yield sector, remaining reasonably attractive from a relative value perspective. A
focus on screening for quality will remain of paramount importance. As we have seen over the last year, additional
setbacks cannot be ruled out entirely, but unprecedented amounts of ﬁscal stimulus, ongoing support from the Fed, wellcapitalized ﬁnancial institutions and the ongoing vaccine rollout have created the potential for a robust economic setting
in 2021.
Investment Ideas:
WisdomTree Yield Enhanced U.S. Aggregate Bond Fund (AGGY)
WisdomTree U.S. High Yield Corporate Bond Fund (WFHY)
Alternatives Exposure
For portfolios that include an allocation to alternatives, we swapped out our merger arbitrage strategy for a more
diversiﬁed arbitrage fund that includes both event-driven and convertible arb, and should be able to take advantage of
opportunities offered in the ﬂood of recent SPAC launches. We also added an interest rate volatility strategy that should
beneﬁt from continued choppiness in bond markets and a further steepening in the curve. Put writing has been proﬁtable
as implied volatility remains elevated, and our anti-beta holding has performed as expected in a low-quality global
equity rally. We think this alternatives sleeve delivers a unique stream of potential return drivers with the beneﬁt of
additional risk diversification.
Investment Ideas:
WisdomTree CBOE S&P 500 PutWrite Strategy Fund (PUTW)
WisdomTree Continuous Commodity Strategy Fund (GCC)
Disruptive Growth Strategy
While we keep our conviction in the select themes underlying our disruptive growth strategy, we elected to swap our
genomics exposure for a similarly focused but smaller strategy. We are taking proﬁts following a remarkable run by our
previous holding, but the strategy now operates at a scale that we think is too large to effectively and nimbly managed
like it had done previously. Genomics remains a top theme in the Model, along with cloud computing, given the growth
rates of its constituents and the future potential we see in the category.
Investment Ideas:
WisdomTree Cloud Computing Fund (WCLD)
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article
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Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Funds before
investing. To obtain a prospectus containing this and other important information, please call 866.909.9473, or
visit WisdomTree.com to view or download a prospectus. Investors should read the prospectus carefully before
investing.
There are risks associated with investing, including the possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency,
political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country and/or sector and/or Funds that emphasize investments in
smaller companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, real estate, currency, ﬁxed
income and alternative investments include additional risks. Dividends are not guaranteed, and a company currently
paying dividends may cease paying dividends at any time. Diversiﬁcation does not eliminate the risk of experiencing
investment losses. Due to the investment strategy of certain Funds, they may make higher capital gain distributions than
other ETFs. Please see each Fund’s prospectus for a discussion of risks.
This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not be considered or
interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy or deemed to be an offer or sale of any
investment product, and it should not be relied on as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work
under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is
not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results.
WisdomTree Model Portfolio information is designed to be used by ﬁnancial advisors solely as an educational resource,
along with other potential resources advisors may consider, in providing services to their end clients. WisdomTree’s
Model Portfolios and related content are for information only and are not intended to provide, and should not be relied
on for, tax, legal, accounting, investment or ﬁnancial planning advice by WisdomTree, nor should any WisdomTree
Model Portfolio information be considered or relied upon as investment advice or as a recommendation from
WisdomTree, including regarding the use or suitability of any WisdomTree Model Portfolio, any particular security or any
particular strategy. In providing WisdomTree Model Portfolio information, WisdomTree is not acting and has not agreed
to act in an investment advisory, ﬁduciary or quasi-ﬁduciary capacity to any advisor or end client, and has no
responsibility in connection therewith, and is not providing individualized investment advice to any advisor or end client,
including based on or tailored to the circumstance of any advisor or end client. The Model Portfolio information is
provided “as is,” without warranty of any kind, express or implied. WisdomTree is not responsible for determining the
securities to be purchased, held and/or sold for any advisor or end client accounts, nor is WisdomTree responsible for
determining the suitability or appropriateness of a Model Portfolio or any securities included therein for any third party,
including end clients. Advisors are solely responsible for making investment recommendations and/or decisions with
respect to an end client, and should consider the end client’s individual ﬁnancial circumstances, investment time frame,
risk tolerance level and investment goals in determining the appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy,
without input from WisdomTree. WisdomTree does not have investment discretion and does not place trade orders for
any end client accounts. Information and other marketing materials provided to you by WisdomTree concerning a Model
Portfolio—including allocations, performance and other characteristics—may not be indicative of an end client’s actual
experience from investing in one or more of the funds included in a Model Portfolio. Using an asset allocation strategy
does not ensure a proﬁt or protect against loss, and diversiﬁcation does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment
losses. There is no assurance that investing in accordance with a Model Portfolio’s allocations will provide positive
performance over any period. Any content or information included in or related to a WisdomTree Model Portfolio,
including descriptions, allocations, data, fund details and disclosures are subject to change and may not be altered by an
advisor or other third party in any way.
WisdomTree primarily uses WisdomTree Funds in the Model Portfolios unless there is no WisdomTree Fund that is
consistent with the desired asset allocation or Model Portfolio strategy. As a result, WisdomTree Model Portfolios are
expected to include a substantial portion of WisdomTree Funds notwithstanding that there may be a similar fund with a
higher rating, lower fees and expenses, or substantially better performance. Additionally, WisdomTree and its afﬁliates
will indirectly beneﬁt from investments made based on the Model Portfolios through fees paid by the WisdomTree Funds
to WisdomTree and its affiliates for advisory, administrative and other services.
For retail investors: WisdomTree’s Model Portfolios are not intended to constitute investment advice or investment
recommendations from WisdomTree. Your investment adviser may or may not implement WisdomTree’s Model
Portfolios in your account. The performance of your account may differ from the performance shown for a variety of
reasons, including but not limited to: your investment adviser, and not WisdomTree, is responsible for implementing
trades in the accounts; differences in market conditions; client-imposed investment restrictions; the timing of client
investments and withdrawals; fees payable; and/or other factors. WisdomTree is not responsible for determining the
suitability or appropriateness of a strategy based on WisdomTree’s Model Portfolios. WisdomTree does not have
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investment discretion and does not place trade orders for your account. This material has been created by WisdomTree
and the information included herein has not been veriﬁed by your investment adviser and may differ from information
provided by your investment adviser. WisdomTree does not undertake to provide impartial investment advice or give
advice in a ﬁduciary capacity. Further, WisdomTree receives revenue in the form of advisory fees for our exchange traded
funds and management fees for our collective investment trusts.
For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Large-Capitalization (Large-Cap) : A term used by the investment community to refer to companies with a market
capitalization value of more than $10 billion. Large cap is an abbreviation of the term “large market capitalization”.
Market capitalization is calculated by multiplying the number of a company’s shares outstanding by its stock price per
share.
Cyclical sectors : Consumer Discretionary, Energy, Industrials, Materials, Financials and Information Technology sectors.
Value : Characterized by lower price levels relative to fundamentals, such as earnings or dividends. Prices are lower
because investors are less certain of the performance of these fundamentals in the future. This term is also related to the
Value Factor, which associates these stock characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.
Small caps : new or relatively young companies that typically have a market capitalization between $200 million to $2
billion.
Nominal interest rate : Interest rate that does not account for the impact of inflation.
Market capitalization-weighting : Market cap = share prices x number of shares outstanding. Firms with the highest
values receive the highest weights in approaches designed to weight firms by market cap.
Quality : Characterized by higher efﬁciency and proﬁtability. Typical measures include earnings, return on equity, return
on assets, operating proﬁtability as well as others. This term is also related to the Quality Factor, which associates these
stock characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.
Mid-Cap : Characterized by exposure to the next 20% of market capitalization (after the top 70% have been removed)
within the Value, Blend or Growth style zones with the majority of the fund’s weight.
Ex-SOEs : ex-state owned enterprises or companies that are neither wholly or partially owned and operated by a
government.
10- Year Treasury : a debt obligation of the U.S. government with an original maturity of ten years.
Basis point : 1/100th of 1 percent.
Yield curve : Graphical Depiction of interest rates on government bonds, with the current yield on the vertical axis and
the years to maturity on the horizontal axis.
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) : The branch of the Federal Reserve Board that determines the direction of
monetary policy.
Inflation : Characterized by rising price levels.
Rate Hike : refers to an increase in the policy rate set by a central bank. In the U.S., this generally refers to the Federal
Funds Target Rate.
Investment Grade : A rating given to a municipal or corporate bond. It is a relatively favorable rating by either Moody’s
or Standard & Poor’s indicating a higher chance an issuer performs interest and principal obligations as promised by the
terms of the debt issuance.
High Yield : Sometimes referred to as “junk bonds,” these securities have a higher risk of default than investment-grade
securitie.
Merger Arbitrage : An event-driven investment strategy that involves exploiting pricing inefﬁciencies that exist between
markets for the same security after a company merger or acquisition, in order to generate a profit.
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Volatility : A measure of the dispersion of actual returns around a particular average level.&nbsp.
PUT Writing : Put writing is an essential part of options strategies. Selling a put is a strategy where an investor writes a
put contract, and by selling the contract to the put buyer, the investor has sold the right to sell shares at a speciﬁc price.
Thus, the put buyer now has the right to sell shares to the put seller.
Beta : A measure of the volatility of a security or a portfolio in comparison to a benchmark. In general, a beta less than 1
indicates that the investment is less volatile than the benchmark, while a beta more than 1 indicates that the investment
is more volatile than the benchmark.
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